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Funds misused, A.S. exec’s accused
$12K spent on office furniture
By Mark Kregel
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Associated Students President Jerry
Simmons, Vice President Mike Yaghmai
and Controller Adrian Rodriguez face
accusations of inappropriately spending
student funds from A.S. Director of Ethnic
Affairs Janiece Allen.
Allen said she is convening an emergency A.S. meeting to look into what she

calls a misuse of student funds.
"Students need to know their money is
being spent this way," Allen said.
The accusations stem from the spending of about $12,000 on new leather office
furniture and a Pioneer sound system last
summer.
"We wouldn’t have passed (the purchases)," Allen said. "I know I wouldn’t have
voted for it."

Students need to know their money is being spent this way
Janiece Allen
A.S. director of ethnic affairs

S11111111011S. new office furniture includes
a leather couch set for $3,000 iind a wooden desk for $1,138.
Also two leather executive chairs priced

at $1,000 each and 23 office chairs totaling
$6,395 were purchased.
The sound system, which sits in
Rodriguez’ office, cost $1,000.

The furniture fund was taken from both
the executive aticl legislative budgets.
These purchases require approval of the
board of directors, according tie the executive budget policy. The policy states that
"any requisition benefiting an AS.
Exe.cutive Officer must be approved by the
A.S. Board of Directors prior to processing."
These purchases were budgeted from
the 1995- 96 budget, said Rodriguez, from
a ffind that current executives and last
See Money, Back page

Gay panel
discusses
pain, love
LEFT: SJSU art
major Bobby
Bowes was
one of the
many glass
blowers at the
art review
Tuesday night
In the
Industrial
Studies
Building. Here
he expands the
hot glass at the
end of the hollow tube by
blowing air.

By Sona Sharma
Spartan Daily Staff Wtiter
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demonstrate
sculpture style
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Videotape a hoax

Pope’s surgery

Smoking vision
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Diana trot. itig with her former
tiding in.-aim tot dining their fiveve.0 Allan was a hoax.

Surgeons i ernoved Popetilm Paul
troublestnne appendix Tuesday.

Puffers double their likelihood of
developing the most common
cause of blindness among the
elderly.
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Opening -day event flops

Basketball team
lacks publicity
By Mike Traphagen

Helping others is its own reward

Volunteers can make a difference
By Small ( :hall
Nialling can compare to seeing the smile
on a young e hild’s face when you spend
time playing with him, to hearing the
grata ide as the hungry man thanks you for
s I vii g food, or to hearing the pride in the
v ii«. of the woman you taught to read. When
I le cynical ask why I work without being paid, I
k iow that they have not experienced the
rewards of giving and can’t understand the joy
t lat I receive.
I have not always enjoyed helping others.
When I was Younger, my parents encouraged
my younger fnlither and I to give a part of our
allowatue to those less fortunate and tel donate
semndhand e hailing and toys to the needy.
I hey la( ttl I eSiStailite, but eventually, I lost
1111)St III ins materialism and elijoyecl the knowledge’ Mai someone would lx’ lather off.
I Millie - ’S Wth Uhl alX1111 our generation. It
SeellIS like too Iliall y ask. ’What’s iti it for me?"
Instead of seeing the benefits of giving, they
only see the maul ’,dish( reward which does
not exist.
A.% I grew older, I found that I lxgan seeking
iii het tipped ninnies to volunteer. There were
Si up kitchens, non-profit organizations raising
money to benefit the c unanimity and students
that needed help to understand their homework FA:11’y milliner’s are never recognized as
inna h as they fletier sr, but every volunteer can
go home at ’light knowing that they have made
.1 different e ill someone’s life :end that to t
h
someone else’s life is to time Ii the sky.
( hi’ gelleratitill Is filled with people :d1 at toss
Amer ICJ who want to make a difference, who
want to show the adults that
generation is
ilia apathetu and wile it .Ife.
AS MIMI VOliilltret 5 1.111 attest, it is ma alWaV1
C.V..% II) (11) somethiug for %%%%% Irlille VOW Ili) Illa
know. Net everyone e an start off small with simple random at Is of kindness, either with those

they know or with a stranger. Try giving a compliment to someone or volunteering to take out
the trash.
As that gets easier, try something new. Spend
a day at a local food distribution center like
Sacred Heart Community Services or Second
Harvest. Volunteers do not have to interact with
customers, they can sort food or help with mailings. As time goes by, helping to serve food at
Martha’s Kitchen or Loaves and Fishes will be

Our generation is
filled with people all
across America
who want to make a
difference, who
want to show the
adults that our generation is not apathetic, and who
care.

their rent. I could not help feeling .sympathetic
for the families whose rent was $400 per month
and only had incomes of $200 per month with
a supplement of $50 in food stamps. The gratitude from both the parents and their children
was enough to melt the hearts of everyone
there.
The Special Olympics, American Cancer
Society and Walk for AIDS all utilize volunteers.
The level of involvement varies, depending on
each volunteer’s schedule. Some volunteer
once a week, others once a month and others
at convenience.
Tutors volunteer at Sacred Heart, at local
schools and here on campus. The knowledge
that a student performed better on a test
because of your help almost makes up for the
cane you did not do so well on.
At the end of last year, one of my tutees finally reached his goal of earning a "B" in his math
lass. His excitement was thrilling and each of
the tutors who worked with him felt well
rewarded.
At first, volunteering may go against some of
society’s principles of acting for one’s own best
interests, but once you cauh the spirit of volunteering, it’s Mien hard tel remember why it was
onc e avoided. Volunteering together, we c an
make our world a better plat e
Sarah Chan is a Spartan
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from ss-age.% and food stamps and the cost or

Somewhere on this campus is
a public relations department
that is responsible for promoting a positive image for San
Jose State University, but there’s a
boat leaving at midnight Oct. 15
that it is going to miss.
This department dropped the
ball, kicked it out of bounds and
stormed off the court with all the
drama of Dennis Rodman by not
creating a proper opening-day
event for the men’s basketball
team.
"Midnight
holding
Not
Madness" at SJSU should be as
embarrassing to university officials
as shooting a free throw with their
shorts around their ankles. And,
allowing the team to settle for
"Mid-day Madness" should be like
watching kids trick-or-treat on the
first of November.
For those who do not know it,
there is a method to this madness.
Once the basketball season ends
in March, college basketball players across the country start training and working out on their own
in preparation for the next season.
An NCAA regulation prohibits
teams from having organized practices on the basketball court until
Oct. 1 5 of every year.
Since the players are so excited
to start the season and begin practicing with their teammates, the
team holds its first practice at midnight on the first day it legally can,
and turns it into an event for the
student body, alumni and faculty
to attend.
"Midnight Madness" is traditionally the basketball fans’ first look at
their team. At other universities,
students pay to get in, receive free
[-shirts and then watch their team
practice for the first time.
For years at SJSU the arguments
against the event from cynical students have been "the team isn’t
good enough" or "no one would
show up."
But, after last year’s success, the
men’s basketball team believed it
was time tel bring madness tel the
S1SU campus.
A couple players and a few
ambitious students approached
basketball ( :well Stan Morrison in
haying
about
September
"Midnight Madness" because it’s
an event that most successful programs have to start the season.
Their ideas did riot pan Clint and
now the event will be held during
the day while players from other
schools are rolling out of bed after
staying up late for their first practice.
This is not something that
should have been left up to the

players to plan. The university
should have been planning this
event the day the Spartan basketball team returned from its battle
with the national champion
Kentucky Wildcats.
Instead of the university officials
showing their support, the basketball team was forced to try to
throw a birthday party for itself.
The worst part about the whole
thing is that the lack of interest on
the part of the university gives the
players the impression that they
do not deserve such an event.
"It shouldn’t be a question of
whether or not we deserve it," Tito
Addison, senior forward, said,
"because even teams that don’t
make it to the tournament have

Not holding
"Midnight
Madness" at
SJSU should
be as
embarrassing
to university
officials as
shooting a
free throw
with their
shorts around
their ankles.
(Midnight Madness). So, we defi
nicely deserved to have it."
Sure, the athletic department
now realizes this is an event it will
have to budget for in the future.
Ina tell that tel this year’s seniors,
such as Tito. who are leaving this
year after their performances
enabled the team tel get as far as it
did last year.
Rather than hircing the men’s
basketball team to scramble and
put together the best possible substitute, university officials should
have promoted our school and
honored our basketball team at
the same time by holding
"Midnight Madness."
Alike li-aphagen re a Spartan Daily
Staff Writer
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Respect is a four-letter word at Spartan Bookstore

0

III e. again. the spartao liookstore

has shown that it thinks respec t is
a Iiiiicicori word c ctrntbcitie’cI voth
" son"’
I his is not about the iisci pea ed books

allfl 11111111 pill I’d IIMILII k% that ale all
1,1.11)11111rd 11.1111111111 of vow ill I IIIICge
and attaining a higher (in 111111e WaVS than
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h .1%.% Ms mien %es 15el 1, suniesict and wakes

inn v.,iiii to go postal in the money-drain ii 04 aislcs filled with brand -spanking new
I cci,,Iss ’hat "ill 1,1(1’1111’d plIlleSSIlls %Valli
IIS III incir ’gage. ciiir pets and grandparents
tI)I SI) dial at ..iii hos them.
Whew Like .t in cdth after that last sentence. lief me sem ("mimic 1111
NIP. Illis IS .111i)ili Ilan leans I Ille pl111( V

ilic Spar Lai Bookstore has 1 here wil! be
no whin,Is ea est hanges iiii textbooks
after Sept 10 !his we want to keevallsciiii moors pan s Is displayed throughout
Ow bookstore on signs so that wr, the
imposer ished student% of Sall jI)..e Stale
I ’ilirisits, will know that a one-wav
ta icssioli is imminent upon our pori hase
of .1 textlanik
I ii mod i nit a be Mt the Ala (mien t if coed
Indus Moneta% when I tiled PI letill II .1
leXtb4111k I had hOlight leSS thrall a Week
eal het I HVIII 111)Wil II) the I listiiiliel Sel
site’ IHN)III, I II l’Ipt III hand, .111(1 Said that I
%Sallied III leilitli a 11.1)0k I had bought, the

book being .1 studs guide
that !tuned out to base oil
%aloe whatsoever when It
I
II) studyitig, wine hi I am
known tI, do on r are o«aS111111s.
he 5s’0111:111 at the booth
shii mile her head, pointed at
the sign laminated on the
(minter before heruul said,
"We don’t do :my more ex( hal ges after . .
(her finger glide-el ))) ss the’ "Sept. 10"
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September ID."
Io
I felt disgust would be an under
sidicinent tantamount to saying that the
palm trees dragged fat awaii from their
natural habitat SO that illeN’ ciii be planted
hilik a Mlle Mit of phi( e.
1111 I
As I walked away. ins .in gei grew exponentially with rat h passing se«11111. I have
been .1 strident ill this state’s ci Mege system
ft In use years and I have never felt this
pissed off about the wonderful textbook
system at our colleges. I’m used to spending huge iimounts of money on book.s and
getting droplets of it back at the end 01 the
sc hool year, but I have never etre ountered
a policy like this.
What this policy basic ally says is that
inice vou buy a textbook at the student
store, vim are stuck with it. You d mit
return or exchange it the next day, or even
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Intl the part of the bookstore for its student
inst
.rs. I an ’t imagine any other store
haying the S.
c 111111111e! Seri:Ile p11111
that the Spartan Bookshile has Can sou
imagine Lii get, Memo’s, Circuit Gas,
N’alMart, or all% oilier store soli e an think
of having .1 refund exe hinge’ poll* v like
illns (II I
se not, bre ause they have
more regal t for their c ustomers, .uul that
respell t Cu true’s bac lc to them ill the form of
loyal c ustimiers who will «infinite to shop
.11 their establisl
Sure, there are students who Imo books,
photo( tips- them. and then re
them
later Vet. the majority of students are
being treated poorly because. of the
In tions of a minority of m ustomers. Most
students do not do this. Why not have all
the M4).0010.111 stores have we urns guards
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This we-want-tokeep-all-yourmoney policy is
displayed so that
we will know that
a one-way
screwjob is imminent upon our
purchase of a
textbook.
those I ’winners.
Robert’s Beniksone on 1 Oth Street lust
implemented two-dav return policy on
textbooks this semester, and tel me this
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poll( v shims sonic respec t nut the student
afters who bus. hooks there
"We’re trving to be, more customer
friendly," Karen Rid, a manager At
Robert’s Bookstore, said. ’We’re trying to
show that we are trying to serve the studerits."
Whether students abuse this system will
determine if this poll( y slays next semester, but at least Robert’s Bookstore is giving its student customers the benefit of a
doubt.
I guess the Spartan Bookstore expects
students to «nitinite to shop there despite
the fac t that they treat them as if it’s doing
them a big favor by taking their money.
For mr, at least, that has ended because
IllV shipping discs at the Spartan
Bookstore are OVer.
I’m going .0 toss the street to Robert’s
Bookstore from now on, where their
books are usually a couple of bucks cheaper And they at least give You, the customer,
some respect. Hopefully, the rest of you
will do the same.
d (15th
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Black Student Union
Officer elections, refreshments served; 6 p.m.; Allen
Hall lounge; call C-ecil9 9246229

DE

Weekly Calendar
room, Student Union
*How 30 write a resume; 2:30
p.m.; Guadalupe room, Student
Union
*call Career Resource Center
924-6033

TO DAY
Daily mass; P :05-1230 p.m.;
John XXIII Center; call Ginny
938-1610

Sikh Students Association
General Meeting; 12:30 p.m.:
Council Chambers, Student
Union; call Lalchi 926-3922

Department of Nutrition &
Food Science
Body fat testing; 3-4:30 p.m.;
Central Classroom building,
room 103; call 924-3110

Ballroom Dance Club
Beginning Samba; 7:30-930
p.m.; Spartan Complex, room
89; call 924-SPIN

Pre-Lew Club
Next meeting; 5:30 p.m.;
Hugh Gillis Hall, room 215;
call Chris 985-9713

Gay Lesbian Bisexual Alliance
Meeting; 3:30-5 p.m.; Costanomi
room, Student Union; call Beth
441-7206

Golden Key Honor Society
Campus awareness information; 9 a.m.-2 p.m.; South side
of Student Union; call Alethea
761-9592

Pre-Dental Club
UCSF field trip; 1 p.m.; Duncan
Hall, room 249; page Kim Luis
815-2299

Library Donations & Sales
Unit
Ongoing book sale; 10 a.m.-3
p.m.; W41.4uist Library North,
room 408 & Clark library
lobby; call Acquisitions Dept.
924-T705

Pre-Optometry Club
Meeting; 3:30 p.m.; Duncan
Hall, room 249; call 8143322
Sociology Oub
Meeting; 2:30-3:30 p.m.; Dudley
Moorhead Hall, room ’231; call
Scott 9245323

Asian American Christian
Fellowship
Fruits of the spirit; 7:30 p.m.;
Guadalupe room, Student
Union; call Cindy 278-1948

THURSDAY
Golden Key Honor Society
Campus :awareness information;
9 a.m.-2 p.m.; South side of
Student Union; call Alethea
761-9592

Student California Teachers
Association
Bake sale 8c membership
drive; 8 a.m.-1 p.m.; Front
lobby of Sweeney Hall; call
Lizza 369-1370

Hispanic Business Association
General meeting; 5:30 p.m.;
Council Chambers, Student
Union; tall Juan 325-0595

Nbosen’s Resource Center
Women’s support group; 1:302:30 p.m.; Administration
building, room 222; call
Cynthia-847-2225 "

American Society of Mechanical
Engineers (ASME)
General membership meeting;
noon-1 p.m.; Engineeting building, room 339; call Mike 924
7222

Re-Entry Advisory Program
(REAP)
Brown bag lunch; Noon-1:30
p.m.; Pacheco room, Student
Union; call Jane 924-5950

Celtic Heritage Club
So, what’s a Ceilidh?; 8 p.m.;
Student
room,
Pacheco
Union; call Marla 365-9718
Society of Women Engineers
(SWE)
General meeting; 12:30-1:30
p.m.; Engineering building,
room 343; call Carla Ratcliff
924-3909
SJSU Television Education
Network
Ask the doctor: breast cancer;
12:15-1 p.m.
Resources
*Instructional
Center, room 302 (live)
*Health building, room 208
(video); SJSU channel ’26; call
Linda Elvin 924-2636
Semester in Bath, England /
international Programs
Final informational meeting;
noon-1 p.m.; Sweeney Halt
room 314; call Dr. Dennis
Jachne 9245373
Catholic Campus Ministry
Bible study; 4-5 p.m.; John
XIII Center; call Father Dave
938-1610
The Listening Hour
Joe Hodge & His Jazz Trio;
12:30-1:15 p.m.; Concert Hall,
Music building; call 924-4631
Faculty Booktalk
Prof. Brian Holmes, "The End
of Science"; 12:15 p.m.;
Woodward room, University
Club; call Prof. McNeil 924
5545
Campus Crusade for Christ
Nightlife; 8 p.m.; Washington
Square 207; call Ruth 297-2729
Chicano Commencement
Meeting; 6 p.m.; Chicano
Resource Center; Maggie 6317699
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NEW YORK (AP) Harlem’s second renaissance is getting a helping band from litllywoix1
Robert DeNiro’s planned $3 million rent wation
of Minton’s Playhouse got a $300,000 boost Monday
in the form of low-interest loans from city officials.
DeNiro wants to re-open the restaurant and*,
club was once a hub of Harlem’s music scene,
where greats like Charlie Parker, Ditty Gillespie and
Thelonius Monk played in the 1930s and ’411s.
Charles Gargano, Empire State Development
commissioner, said the renovation of the 200-seat
club would create 120 jobs and preserve an invaluable piece of Harlem history. It should open ill
about a year.

Bush excused
AUSTIN, Texas (Al’)
( kw. ( klirge W. Bush with
excused from .jury duty in a drunken driving case
Tuesday after the defense piinted out that the goVerniir has the pi Aver lo parch in
"I

thought that there might be a con flit I, but I
didn’t lounst it would be g l
Is fur dismissal from
the jury," said Bush, who had insisted on pet lorming Ii is itsiiluty like ans. private
Detense lawyet David AA’alitheig said he didn’t
think Rush could make an unbiased decision if the
defendant were c onvicted and later was up for a
Parch in lw the govermir. The .judge agreed and Busy
was

Liz’s ex pleads innocent
REDONDO REACH, Cali’. (AP)
lArry
Foriensky husband Ni m. II of actress Eli/abet’)
litylm, has ’,leaded innik cm to c ilAtgcs of t arrying
a
vale(%raisin and driving withinit ,t valid driver’s lit (list..
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Get on the NET! No wires!
Anywhere Anytime
No phones lines
Unlimited Access Flat Fee
Call Scott@415-903-9450
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Won’t know why bird sings
moutToN, Ala. (AP) High school students
in Lawrence County can read Maya Angelou’s
revealing autobiography, but they won’t have to.
The county school board voted 3-2 Monday to
keep "I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings" on the
required reading list for adv;inced placement classes. Students have the option of picking another
book.
Superintendent Patrick (iraharn tried to keep the
book off the list after several parents complained,
contending that sexually explicit material in the
hook made it unfit for high school students.
The book includes a section where Angelou
describes being raped as a child.
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Drummer
pleads guilty
NEW NY IRK (Al’)
...Plums" Chamberlin. fired .is
drummer fur the ii ak band
Smashing Pumpkins atter the
group’s kesboardist died from
drug overdu use. pleaded guilts
Tuesdav ii, tliv,rdrrls i might, t
Chaniberliti. tieless in a dark
bloc suit, his jet-blat it halt spiked.
pleaded guilty in the ’edit( ed
charge before Criminal Conti
Judge Donna Re( ant as pall it
deal in which he will undergo
drtreatment.
ud5Chamherlin stut essfulls
pletes a rehabilitation program by
December, his «nut rec firth will
be sealed.

.It

KUM A LUMPUR, Malaysia (Al’) For the second time, pop superstar Michaeffac kson has been
shut out of Malaysia.
Jackson’s application for an (h t. 27 concert here
was shot down by municipal authorities wilt) cited
"the effect it wt odd have on the young," the Star
newspaper repined Tuesday.
State officials, who must approve all public shows,
also prohibited a a Jackson t tint en three tears ago,
saying it conflicted with Ii sal culture.
More than hall. of Maylaysia’s 19 million people
are Muslims and Islam is the state religion.lackson’s
onstage dances, with their hip gyrations and pelvic
thrusts, could he considered i llll nodest by local standards.
Municipal president Mohamed Aini Ishii) also
said artists must also conlorm to a dress code, which
Jac kson may not have been able to abide by, the Star
repined.
Ja kson’s II1Story World Tour has already
sparked controversy in Russia and South Korea,
whet(’ groups brought up 1993 I. laims by a 13-vearhuh sex with Itim.
old Amen, an boy that Jut
The singet settled with the boy lot ,t tepilied $15
million to $20 million but has denied any wrongdoing. No t riminal t harges were col filed.

series that began in February in Florida and
wrapped up over the weekend at Sears Point
Raceway in Sonoma.
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NEW YORK (AP) Whoopi Goldberg has
played crooks, cops, psychics and space aliens
but can she play Pseudolus, a male slave in ancient
Rome?
That’s the funny thing happening in speculation
about who’ll succeed star Nathan Lane in
Broadway’s hit revival of "A Funny Thing Happened
on the Way to the Forum."
The New York Post reported Tuesday that the
to succeed Lane,
actress is under considera
whose contract with the show expires in February.
He plays Pseudolus, a slave who wins his freedom in
a series of farcical misadventures.
The role was created on Broadway by Zero
Mostel.
"We’ll have a casting announcement in the next
kw days," Chris Boneau, the press representative
tor "Forum" said Monday, but declined to comment
on possible replacements for lane.
Other names floated by the Post were Eddie
Murphy, Robin Williams and Jason Alexander, better known as George Costanza on NIU:’s "Scinfeld."
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Spartan Christian Fellowship
%ieeting; noon; Pat lict ii rt
267Student Union; t all
!17,47

Career Center
*Recruiting services orientation; 11:30 a.m.; Costanoan

PEOPLE

Career Center
Co-op orientation; 12:30 p.m.;
Costanoan room, Student
Union; call Career Resource
Center 924-6033
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394 unnmsor Aran . Sure /00 Poro Alto, CA94 301
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EURAILPASSES
ISSUED ON THE -SPOT!

5 I Grant Aut.
Son Francisco. CA
94108

Altera Corporation, lo( ate(’ III the heart
of Silicon Valley in beautiful Northern
Caltforma, has set the pace from the
start 117 high performance, high density
programmable logic devices and associated
computer aided engineering (CAE)
logic development tools. Our team of
professionals is among the best in the
business, and we’ve made a solid
commitment to continue to grow and
expand with only the best.
For the past three years, we have
consistently produced record sales results,
going from $140 million to over $400
rnillion. As you can see, we set aggressive
goals and achieve them.

7e8a//ciyt/gt, ethiPe
The time has never been better than now
In loin an All Star team of professionals
setting league records at a consistent
pace. The ball is in your court. Contact
us now. Send your resume to: Altera
Corporation, Human Resources, Attn:
Heelie Drury, College Recruiter, 2610
Orchard Parkway, San Jose, CA 95134
2020; fax: 408-435 5065; e-mail:
hdrury@altera.com. To learn more about
Altera, see our home page at
http://www.altera.com
We are an Equal Opportunity Employer

on

domestic

POPriOffe 4ai,g:
Software Engineers
Product/Test Engineers
Design Engineers
Applications Engineers
Sales Engineers
Technical Writers
Finance, MIS and more!

,57/1
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Walsh excels on two fields

Sports
at a
glance

By Yuki Wederneyer

"My junior year was the toughest
in my life. With the demands of
When Patrick Walsh isn’t field- time, my grades faltered," Walsh
ing grounders at second, he’s said. "My goal this semester in
doing sprints on the football field. studying a lot more is to be a scholWalsh has his hands full with ar athlete again."
Walsh has received the SJSU
Spartan athletics, playing for both
SJSU
football scholar-athlete award, for 3.0 (WA
coach John Ralstoti or higher, three times. He said he
and baseball coach takes pride in being the valedictorian of his senior class at De IA
Sam Piraxo.
"In football, I Salle High School.
"There are a lot of stereotypes
enjoy the glory of
Saturday and the about athletes, and I tried to rid
pageantry of col- myself of those." Walsh said.
Walsh
lege football. So "Being valedictorian of my high
much goes into one game," Walsh school was definitely the greatest
said. "But in baseball, I play four achievement of my life."
But for now, Walsh’s life is addettimes a week. I love to compete,
s.
and, comparing each season, baseAfter
coming out of high school,
ball has 56 games opposed to limit Walsh said he did not want tic hang
ball’s 12."
As an interise and fiery competi- up the football or baseball i eafs.
tor, Walsh said he has never been After receiving a football scholaron( elite( with personal achieve- ship offer from Sipil!, ht persuaded Piraro to use him on the 1i:1mments, but he tries
b:dimwit too.
to do everything he
h’iiaiic said that
an for the team to
INalsh
is in a tough sitwill.
Patrick is one uation when lii ci mmcc’,
Both dciii ties re( cut tic ic,csiic,ill ii iiocicg
ogniie his ex«.11erit
of those rare guys sevetal
weeks late.
prat to e habits, say"ti(atie
playets
ing Wakh’s competthat even if li?
probably see Patric k as
itive spirit aids in his
coming ill ocilld lilkillg
stm ess. Walsh was didn’t say
their job after not
the first sophomore
being
at fall training,
guys
anything
to he named a footbut 1 tell him to let his
ball «i-c aptain. As a
WOUld respect
at tions speak for themhalfbat k, Walsh was
seles," Piraro said
se«nid tat the team
him because of
"I Its i lima( tvi i
s
last season with 467
out and ultimatels
yards rushing and
his (Wird and
wins hini the respet t cci
an average of .1.5
his teammates
what he puts
Ni,urls pet attempt.
-the
antaiing
Walsh has also
thing
about Patti( k is
into the plms
been the star ting
that
as
S1/1/11 a..11/1411.111
se( mid baseman for

Swum Doily Staff Writer

Schedule
Football
The Spartans will look for
their second win of the
season when they take on
long-time rival Fresno State
University 7 p.m., Saturday
in Fresno.
Volleyball
The team returns home for
two matches this weekend.
Friday. UNLV visits Spartan
Gym at 7 p.m. and
Saturday the Spartans host
Air Force at 7 p.m
Men’s soccer
The streaking men’s soccer
team travels to Fresno
State University to
take on the Bulldogs today.
See story on page 6.
Women’s soccer
The Spartans will earn a lot
of frequent flier miles this
week when they travel to
the University of Hawaii on
Friday and San Diego State
on Sunday
Cross Country
The runners will compete in
the Santa Clara Invitational
in San Bruno, Saturday.
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SJSU hockey
The Spartan hockey club
travels to Utah this week to
face the University of Utah,
Utah State and Webber
State University

News 8c
notes
football
James Reed was the first
Spartan football player
ever to receive the honor
of WAC player of the
week, when he was given
il teams award
the -4

Spartan running back Patrick Walsh takes a handoff from Carl Dean during Saturday’s 45-22 loss
to the University of Wyoming in Spartan Stadium. Between September of 1994 and the beginning
of this football season, Walsh started in 123 consecutive games, 13 as the tail back on the football
team and 110 as the second baseman on the baseball team.

By Iftiki N’etledieyer

Men’s soccer
team revives
longstanding
feud tonight

Results
Sharks
The Sharks lost their first
game of the season
Tuesday against the
defending Stanley Cup
champion Colorado
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Tiger Woods burns the competition
(AP) Welcome, Tiger.
You are no longer the child waiting to take his place
among men. You are a professional golfer and a
winner.
So often, reality falls short of expectation and anticipation outweighs actuality. So far, that is not the case
with Tiger Woods.
This man still nearly three months short of his
21st birthday
is as good as advertised.
Woods qualified for the PGA Tour with his playoff
victory over Davis Love III at the Las Vegas Invitational
on Sunday. It should be just the start.
Pull your seatbelts tight and keep your arms inside
the car at all times. We could be heading for a thrill
ride as exciting as the one Jack Nicklaus took us on
from 1962 when he won the U.S. Open for the first
of his 70 victories and 18 major pro titles through
1986 when he won the Masters for his last.
Woods is not a player or
a person without
flaws. But his talent and composure tantalize with the
prospect that he may become the best ever.
Yes, the "Hello World" news conference in
Milwaukee was pretentious.
Yes, the "There are still some courses I can’t play

because of the color of my skin" ad for Nike was
hyperbole simply to sell a few sneakers.
And yes, it was unwise to abruptly pull out of the
Buick Challenge and insensitive to stiff the Haskins
Award dinner at which he was to be honored as college golfer of the year.
None of that is stuff of which Woods should be
proud.
He has to realize that the financially rewarding
thing to do will not always be what’s best for his ambition to be the best ever.
Does the $40 million man who has skipped one
event because of exhaustion really need to play in
the Australian Open next month for a $190,000
appearance fee? Or the Johnnie Walker in Australia
in January?
Woods has to keep his focus on golfing greauiess. It
would be very easy to become the most hyped underachiever of all time. It would also be easy to become
an ungrateful achiever.
There are many wrong turns Woods could take that
would lead him simply to "great" and not to "bestever" status.
There is a voice that whispers: "Ile can’t be this

good." Bin with eat h passing week the volume of his
accomplishments drowns out the chitlins.
Woods has had the most astounding debut sin( e
Nicklaus.
He finished 60th at the ( ;reater Milwaukee Open,
coming off a grueling
Amatem vie kit v, then was
11th at the Canadian Open, fifth at Quad City :end
third at the WC. Open before winning at Let Vegas.
Consider what Woods has done:
Played 17 of 19 rounds as a pro under par. His
worst scow is 73.
Played 342 holes at 63-under-par, an average of
117.8.
His three top-five finishes in five tournaments is
as many as John Dah has had in the last three years.
He has as many top-three finishts as Greg
Nornkm, Nick Eakin, Ernie Els :mei Fred Couples in a
full season.
He is 40th on tire’ PGA ’him money list. Everyone
ahead of Woods played at least 10 nut It’ tournaments
most 20 more.
than him
A sevtn-tournament run to finish in the top 125
and earn his tour card could end in the top 30 and
qualih fin- the ’Four Championship.

Car owned by UCLA coach sold to recruit’s sister
LOS ANGELES (AP) A car owned
by
UCLA basketball coach Jim Harrick was sold to a
woman two days after her brother verbally committed to play for the Bruins, it was reported
Tuesday.
UCLA athletic director Peter Dalis told the
Los Angeles Times that although the car was
registered to Harrick, it was Harrick’s son,
Glenn, who sold the car to Lisa Hodoh Sept. 20.
The transaction is a possible N(:AA violation.
NCAA rules prohibit financial aid or other benefits to the recruit or the recruits’ relatives or
friends by any "institution’s staff member or any
representative of its athletics interests."
Hodoh’s younger brother, Baron Davis, is a 6foot-1 point guard who recently began his senior
year at Santa Monica Crossroads High School.
He was considered one of the top 30 prep players in the country, but after a strong performance at the Nike Camp in July, he was rated
the top prep point guard in the nation and a
top-I 0 prospect
In addition to UCLA, Davis was considering
Duke and Kansas, but canceled visits to both
schools when he committed to the Bruins.

Poke Muth

(0-3%4)

Department of Motor Vein( les ie., or ds show
Merrick bought the t it. a blac k 1991 Chevy
Blazer, in December 1990, and it had 112,960
miles the day Hodoh bought it.
Dabs .md Hocloh said tire’ vehicle- %Vat %Old For
$5,000, but the Kelley Blue Book list, the retail
value of that model of the cat, far toting out
mileage, at $12,750. Act ending to DMV pick et sign civet title.
difies, the registered ownet
liodoh, who said she ha., been employed at
the UCIA student t lll i l ii, bv Assoc rated Students
of UCLA since April. at In Sr told the limes
Monday that she bought the cii tin $5,000 at
auction and said the previous owner was a
woman.
was on the
Hodoh said the woman’s Ili
receipts.
ied to wadi
Howe-vet, when the 1 Mies
liodoh lint in the- dav. she e ouldn’t ix’ teat lied.
leglitSt,
Dallis told the linus that at
110(101.1 hies shown ice eipts lot eight ’noi ice.
orders totaling 55,000 to a (’CIA e1impliain
(die ial.
Dalt+ said he nutted Pat die -10 iamb-tem e
if hi Ws alto the
raised the- issue Mondav.

.457

16%
f(Y4

.991 ceome,

Problems
try

IllaS be a vii l,uun iii

I Sald pal iiit It IllaV be a

s -11’henevet
told the 1
find that kind if info! !nation, we take it vet v
seriouslv, .uid I’ve comae kit the Pat -In offic
1)alis issued the lollowing statement ni,,dav:
1.(11..A Athicti, orpaititwilt aud oic
Pa, int
r:onletent r air lomat investigating
pic igm am if
allegathe Ru rrnii mull ’5
tion, wile !nought to out attention bv the
Anv1,-, limes. Until the iiiuuulusion if the
iiiestigation plot its. Oleic will be no tut the?
t ontinent (s) hoot the Unneisitv."
Dalts told the limes that David Pi i.
ate e lllll iv:stoner id the Pat -10, is ti.iscling iii
UCI A on Vednesdav to jinn an aine,tigation
that 1)alis said had alt each begun.
%%lien asked if flat iii k knew about the tiansat lion. ILtlis said: "Ile knew it suihnir’ pi liii
Dab%

11.111 li I, %%litillt1

When aSked if he
the

al NA% piliVIdni tli Da% Is III WWI ti liii .1%11

ontinent.
bal tininniment. Dale,
I Ian it 1%. al 27 the vtiiingest ol I lii mu, k’s
dove sons, is emphived his the Eris ‘Inn ts otga
titration in I,,’. Angeles. Ile wasn’t immediate-Iv
available hit i "111111011 Illt411%.

tort’ lir( I Willis

le+ b2= C2

sin x)) dx
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Perhaps most imp essive is how Woods %vim at las
Vegas.
A top-20 finish would have eat tied enough money
for his PGA ’Four card. And .111VI a first -round 70 it
would seem that’s what he wemld play for.
But ’Figer Woods is about winning. De billowed that
70 with a 63 to get in contention.
Ile then won on Sunday bv shinning a 64 and moving past 10 players who we-me’ either tied with him in
ahead of him starting the round, including Love mid
Couples.
Among those right behind Woods who were unable
to mount a similar charge- were Phil Mk kelson, Lee
Janzen, David Duval. Vijav Singh and Paul Ainiger.
Woods won with bold shots under pressure, none
better than the 9-iron to 20 feet on the playoff hole.
Love, hitting after Voo(Is, buried his ball in the back
left bunker and WiLS tillable tO get up-and-down.
As he had in IS consecutive orate he’s over thrice
%Val S ill the U.S. Amateur, Woods applied the pm essuit. :mei waited for his opponent to crack.
Am lAs Vegas he found that even the pros feel the
heat. And he showed that he’s a guy who will be holdkig Sr nue feet to the fire for se.lt’S to /Mlle.

Give Anthony Smith a break,
says teammate Pat Swilling
( )Admit! Raiders defensive end Pat
A1 _5NIE1)A, (
Swilling wants the talk abcmt suspended it-animate Alithonv
Smith to stop.
"Antlionv’s deal is Anthony’s dear Swilling said.
Smith tenoned to the Raider s last week after going AN’( )1.
just betote the team’s loss to the iliicago Beals Sept. 29. lie
public Is gave no t eason fin his eleiku tine, minoline tug only that
(ii on
no longei phi% tor the R.tidets.
Smith, a stleietai Nlil Vete! all, Was SIISpellded withuirtut paV.
t with hint," «iat li Mike \chile said.
-I ’A11111.1%1’ hall run iii
" I !Lit’, been an adnuni,trativt. det ’,ion bawd on the (multiunit anon,
la( k cif u MI11111110( .11.1011, that we’ve had. l’hat’s all I
know alkali it."
111tite said lie has no ide-a when the Siillati1111 might be
I lMlIsed.
"I if. /In kill its N’ll.11 the 1),11.1111eirls are lit Wilms of what the
timetable votild
11.1iite said.
iIi.i its hilt, Swilling said the slier illation about what’s going
on with Smith set ves uuii pui pose. The Raiders need to locus on
liming the 1)cticiii Lions this Sunday. he said.
-.kiitlionv Is handling his personal pit ’blunts the best war he
ktx,vssli. oW," Ile
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VVhen it comes to math, it’s sink or swim,
ortunat(’ly, WE

equations

found a way to help you

and handy

keep your li(!ad above water: the new
II 9). It’ll tear through statistics, (runch
calculus and rip algebra to shreds unlike
any other calculator. Of course, the 491
isn’t just
power.
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Women of Sparta funds women’s athletics
By Matt Romig
%striae Daily Staff Writer
Bills Eric kali had $20 on the line a.s she
sii-ppcd to the I I th tee Monday at the 3rd
()ak Tree Mazda
Annual Enide
NVoineti of Sparta Golf ’tournament.
lief well -sir it( k shot nanowly missed the
, it, idar tin get painted on the green and,
instead, f
1 a bunker. She bet $2 on
c.ti ,,1 her playing partners, but shot alter
sloa laded to find the mark as hen losses
mnotited.
Lin ksen, founder of CAPS( O Sales,
gladly patted with her money. The
Innis «elle, mil at the II iii tee amounted
cisc ,c Shill! pelt enrage of the mom
$f4(),000 I .11%1.(1 foe Spartan women’s
sat the annual eve -ill.
"It ts my pleASIlle tic (1011.ille money to
Ille Sr 11(011," Sald liii ItS011, .1 %Clef all Of all
Illlet laailtieli it Spalla
"ICS
lille Of Ille bet( 11,11111.
til the- year."
Moie than I is) wane’) lepiesilintig (at
idly seal’, alumni and «minnow% of gaol /atoms pain( pate(’ in the issi-tir who Ii
I ows NI !midi ship money hit li-male Sift
(11111
ASS(iiLae AI(IICIDS 1)1114 Ira (ii cils’ui
SAld 111e 1111110111 Alld11111(11.111111g set

a new standard for the
third-year touniament.
"It was an extremely suc( esslul event," Lewis said.
1 hail a lot of compliments
on the days .I( Will.
""I he only major COMplaint was that it WiLS too
Lewis
hot."
!lavers and onlookers
might have tInnight the heat W.I.% alleCtillg
their WOWS. AS the lush green fairways and
well -main( cried greens of the Villages (iolf
& I:0111111N
tOOk ciii a bisai ye look.
"flow often do people putt into a football helmet," Lewis said, "or pun with a
hot kes sink?"
Not sets often in th, sormtimes stuffy
world of golf, Inn this sits ciii ()idiom g011
1011111a1111.111. I icci kes sin ks were the club
of ( hole v ciii some gi urns, and A Spartan
football helmet seised as a target on
another
hisewhere on the «muse, Spaii.III ( heerlerelirs urged on paz to Tants.
’Vlasela
!Shari awaited a holt-in one and a Sil amp.Is Messed 111.111 weal ing even stranger
headweal hit shots font] a tee box that WaS
de( orate(’ it oh 11.1111111g loll het:.
"I 11.1%1’ lieNe1 p1.1\111 iii .1 golf totuna-

64
How often do people putt
into a football helmet or putt
with a hockey stick?
Carolyn Lewis
Associate Athletics Director

mem before," said Cecile Fa/k, a teacher at
Castillero Middle School. "This is hysterical.
"You call pay two bucks and have a man
hit your tee shot on one hole. It’s almost
like golf insurance."
I.ewis, who serves as tournament director, said the event was formatted to challenge the experienced golfer while allowing the novice to enjoy the game without
the intimidation and pressure that can go
along with being a beginner.
Event sponsor and casual golfer Etude
Allison was one of the players who took
advantage of the opportunity for a care-

free afternoon of fund raising on the
links.
"We have golfers that never play any
other time of the year,’ Allison said. ’They
just want to be a part of the spirit and
excitement,"
The tournament also provided alumni
and community leaden with the opportunity to meet Spartan coaches and athletes.
"This is one of the best times,’ said Ann
Helstrup, co-owner of Anza Graphics.
"You get to meet so many great athletes
from the university"
Coaches and athletes representing all
10 SJSU women’s athletic programs were
on hand to greet players, distribute
refreshments and, in some cases, play golf.
Members of the Spartan women’s golf
team provided welcome relief from hooks,
slices, duffs and whiffs on the 12th tee,
where they hit tee shots that players could
substitute for their own.
’This is a great tournament for us,"
three-time All-American Janice Moodie
said. ’This is what gives us the scholarships
we need and the great caliber of teams
that we have."
Moodie, Cecilia Afzelius-Alm, Molly
Greenblatt, Karen Margrethe Juul, Ji-Yan
Ire and Monica Stratton took turns enter-

taming and inspiring the amateurs with
their considerable skills.
"This is special to see this kind of support for the women’s programs," Spartan
women’s golf coach Eric Arnold said.
"Everyone seems to be havinq such a great
time, and that’s the best part.
Each golfer raised at least $500 in
pledges and donations to compete. Hole
sponsors also contributed at least $500 to
The Women of Sparta, an organization
that has been raising scholarship money
for female student athletes for more than
12 years.
Golfers were also encouraged to bid on
items ranging from Bruce Springs(een
tickets to an autoKraphed San Jose Sharks
hockey stick in a silent auction.
Spartan women’s tennis coach Anh-Dao
Nguyen missed winning a 1996 Miata by a
few inches on the hole-in-one hole, but
she said the spirit of the tournament was
not about winning.
’This is the most important fund raiser
for women’s athletics, said Nguyen, who
won the use of the Miata for one month as
winner of the closest-to-the-pin contest.
"We just want to have a lot of laughter,
which we heard plenty of all day."

Reed named WAC Champions blank Sharks, 6-0 George
stays put,
player of the week
Animated Pres

%pa,

1.an Dad’, Siell Pippo

1.1111r s 1(1 ell, pla% mg in (list Ins
thud game .11 the I in sic iii
fele!,
isis 11.11111.11 the %1(
Aildeto
alftieni r spec tat iiatits plaver cii
1111 Week
Ills le.1111 1(.1 old Dr,
1,111111 ’,,ii cis against Vsoming ccli
Saint dat
Kill’ is the iii 51 SISU football
tsr-c
Hcril avet age il 11 sank on Ins
li%1 mono, and u.o.e. the Spaitans
g.cud field poso It in all game
( hi( it Jcchiii Raki, 111 Said he
I ’,Wits Rcril to phi% a laigei nucluicc the offense in ,,,siting weeks
II, pet (cii iii,tcic
ciirtml%
nolo ates that Ne 11.1%t to get 111111
111,, 1..111 on ,i,." Kalsoni said on

N11.1111.0 -Ile Is A
too.
g,,,,(1
We nom ed that in
calls lilac tic es."
Reed, a 11.111Slel
11,1111
LAM’S
()AMAMI, Is A walk
ccii plasei kalst,,n
said that sIsr 111(1
Ina S1.111 lel 11111111g Reed mdcl
.11111
le.1111 hail gnen iiiit all of
is ‘.1 le il,11,1111.S.
Reed procil fiiiitball at Si
!dal s’s I limb Sc lucid III lit, kelt,.
.11111 SAN
the
ccl otegnii tot a Nr.11. Ile trans
felted 1,, Lanes, wheit he plastd
k lot two seals.
Reed

1)(11%11 Patrii k ftn recorded
his 31st ( ii cdi shutout, most
aiming actni gi..ihrs, and the
(:olorarlo Avalai m fo recovered
horn thcii posi-SLuilcs :up hangsiet with .1 6-0 iii ory Tuesday
night oven the San Ins, Sharks
colotailo, is liii Ii had stifItted
2 and -1-1 Insses in Si. Lottis and
lispi, tniIv, in its first IWO
gaincs. jumped out to .1 5-0 lead
in the hist pent id, and Roy made
it st.uul up.
ion Klemm and Rene Corbet,
who se nivel only duce goals
apiece last season, got the
Avalanche oil to a 2-0 start.
Kle llllll r ruin ci led a slwa is Adain
F.,,,te past Kills Ili coley at 7:34,
and Corbet tlis ki(1 .1 shot that
Ito kled dcii i I
stick at
111:13

Eric Lacroix scored his second
goal of the season on a wraparound after taking a pass from a
falling Mike Ricci at 12:04. Ricci
wa.s seeing his first action since
undergoing arthroscopic surgery
cm his left knee on Sept. 14.
Uwe Krupp got a power-play
goal from inside the left circle at
15:43, and Saudis Ozolinsh took
Joe Sakic’s pass across the goal
mouth and scored at 19:40.
Colorado outshot San Jose 18-6
in the opening period. Roy benefited from standout play by his
defensernen. including Sylvain
Lefebwe’s clearing of the puck
from the crease after Roy had
stopped a shot during a San Jose
power-play opportunity.
Hrudey, who gave up six goals
in the Sharks’ 7-6 overtime victory
at Los Angeles on Sunday night,
was replaced by Chris Terreri at

the start of the second period.
Roy, who stopped 11 shots in
the second penod, had three
saves in helping kill off a fourminute power play in the third
period, and he also stopped a
point-blank shot by Ray Whitney.
Peter
Forsberg
scored
Colorado’s sixth goal late in the
period.
final
The game started 17 minutes
late because of a pregame ceremony that included the hoisting
of the Stanley Cup banner to the
rafters of McNichols Arena.
Colorado was without right
winger Claude Lemieux, who is
expected to be sidelined a week
by a pulled groin muscle. Before
the
game,
the
Avalanche
announced the signing of forward
Adam Deadmarsh to a four-year
contract extension.

Lakers try to afford Shaq
if( rS(11 [It (Al’)
There me
tours. Los Angeles Likers owner
’errs Buss says, that the magnitude
4,1 Slimpulle O’Neal’s seven-year,
$120 million contract scares him.
"I pi( k up the paper mid say,
’What have 1 (1
" Buss said
dm mg the takers first tra
g
( amp with ((’Neal, who signed the
huge i ontiae t in July.
But the reason the Lakers
signed O’Ne.d SU« ess in the
playoffs .dso is the :ape( t of the
deal that will help make their new
snipe, star t eine, afloi (fable.
"What we have to elo to get A
le111111 Oill the 111%eallle110 IR get
deep itit,, the playoffs," Buss said.
"-t he last couple of Yeats, we’ve
had two ol 1111re
plAV011
g.
s. You gut to keep the gate,
and that t an be a lot (il money. If
you’ve (bine. stmiething that gets
sou deep into the plaw.fls and you
gel 14-10 11, lllll gaims, then it’s
inobabls josal investnient.
"If Roll (ball WM. its Lust 1110i
good Hut ’S
lit, pt nod
1 hat said. Buss said he is patient
e
gh not to expec t an NBA
( hampionship right away, tIonigh
"if we don’t win over the iicxt few
Seals. it will be extremely disappointing.-

Buss said the Lakets’ to ket eVenue is "probably maxed out well"
this season. The dub raised ticket
prices, has seen a significant
increase in season 6( ket sales
the cutoff point is 14,500 in the
17.505-seat Fonim, and the I.akers
are close to it and conceivably
could sell out the entire season.
But corporate sponsorships represent an area of growth, and local
IV and radio rights fees increased
this sea.son and could go up farther in future years, which probably will he net es.sary to keep up
with the Militia! unit trait’s iii
()’Neal’s salary
here also is the prospri t of a
IleW
hedllled to open in
1999 in
Inglewood. the
lob’s current 1
or downtown
Icis Angeles. A (le, m, ,n on the site
is expe( ted t ( k t. 17,
Buss will 111.1 haw an 1,wiiership
stake in the new arena, but profits
from luxury lances. i lob seats and
other amenities llllll existent in the
( ould make tip for it.
However, Bliss dOWIlplaYed that
source of inwnie.
"You (all 0111Y Jell tic kets
C.
Alid the .eisumption is that when
you build a new arena, the skyboxes are sold answay." BURR said.

for now
Ansociated Pre..

ATLANTA Suspended quarterback Jeff George temained a
member of the Atlanta Eakons on
Tuesday as the NFL trading deadline passed without him agreeing
on a new contract with Seattle.
George and his agent, Leigh
Steinberg, had been talking with
the Seahawks about a reported sixyear, $30 million contract. If the
negotiations had been successful,
the Falcons were going to trade
George for Rick Mirer, Seattle’s
former starting quarterback.
However, George and the
Seahawks coudn’t agree before
the 4 p.m. EDT deadline, which
apparently will leave the Falcons
with no choice except to cut the
seven-year veteran.
"I’m a little disappointed on
how it occurred," Seattle (oac h
Dennis Erickson said.
But Erickson said he’s looking
forward to the Seahawks’ next
garne, Oct. 17 at Kansas City, when
John Fries, will start his second
straight game and Mirer, the No. 2
overall pick in the 1993 draft, will
be his bar kup.
"All I know is lou going to get
ready to kick butt with John."
Erickson said. "I’m happy with
that."
Neither George nor Atlanta
coach June .fones immediately
could Ix( lea( heel few (0111111lent.
’The Faholli SIN/elided ( ;COI ge
after
sichline
nit with
Jones when the quarterbac It was
bent heel in the thud qua, iel cif a
33-Is 11ISSIO Philadelphia.
-I. he suspension, initially tor eine
game, was extended to boar games
after (*wore met with the IlledIA
to explain -his side of the dispute
Now, with efforts to trade the qua,
team( It falling through. the
Fah ons apparently will put (
oil waive’ s, giving him mitre freedom to tiegouate with a new team.
The Fal«ois «iiildn’t deal
( :eorge intim he agreed to a longurin contra( t.

Game one of ALCS postponed

From the boOsollmo duthor of THE FIRM, THE CLIENT and A TIME TO KILL

OPENS FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11TH

NEW V MK (AP) It :ill seems
familiar for the Yankees and
d in the rain
sitting a
waiting for the start of a big series.
be arguW0111
But At lealli they
ing over whether to make up the
garlic as part cit a split doubleheader.
Game I of the Al. championship senes was postponed
hiesday by Tropic al Storm
Josephine and rescheduled for
Wednesday. the first rainout ill the
Al, playoffs in 25 years.
"To me it’s not really a big deal."
said Andy Pettitte, New York’s
Game I starter. "I’ll have to do
something to occupy time."
heduled to pitch
Pettine.
against Scott Erickson in the opener, spent Monday night finding
things do. taking a little shopping
trip with his wife.
Tuesday night’s agenda?
"Same as last night," the 24-yearold said, "Maybe a movie.
Something like that."
Not exactly as exciting as pitching in front of 57,000 people and a
national television audience.
While some of the Yankees were
at the ballpark when the game was

called off at 3:30 p.m. EDT, 4 1/2 stopped the game.
New York wanted to play a da
hours before its it !whiled start,
Baltimore remained at its hotel in night doubleheader the loll’ nying
day. Baltimore Nem ked the movr
midtown Manhattan.
With the rainotit, the. teams will hem ause the Yankees refused to let
lose Thursday’s tiavel day. That the Orioles play a split double
means Yankees manager Joe Torre header at ( :ADAM urds following
will start Kenny Rogers against .1 ramout dcii ’illy 12.
’Torre may have been oin of the
rookie Rocky (.;oppinger in Game
4 on Saturday instead of possibly Few people happy with the (1,las
’We have some guys with c olds."
bringing Pettitte back on three
he said. It will give them All eslIrt
days rest.
Orioles manager Davey Johnson
de some of the younger playintends to flip his rotation, moving
David Wells up a day to Game 2 on ers may be anxious bee aim) of the
Thursday when he’ll pitch against delay, Yankees outfielder Darivl
David Cone, Mike Mussina drops Strawberry said the veteraris try to
back to Game 3 on Friday and will take the playoffs in stride.
"We’ve all been through it," he
pitch against Jimmy Key.
"This will allow Wells to go on said. "You take it as it comes mid
full rest and Moose to open at our don’t make anything big about it,
place. Johnson said in a statement Early in our careers, it Was ,s() big,
issued by the Al.. "Wells has our first experience "
Rogers might have not gotten a
pitched well here and Moose has
start vnthout the ramout and
pitched well at our place."
It was less than a month ago, 011 be( dime baseball’s most expensive
Sept. 17. when the opener of a middle reliever at a ri rnullicctu
three-game New York-Baltimore average salary.
"I’m sure everyone wanted to
series was postponed because of
rain at Yankee Stadium. After the get it started," he said, "but I think
teams played five outs in a down- You take rest whenever voti cart get
pour, umpire Joe Brinkman finally it."
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Doctors remove pope’s appendix
ROME (Al’) - Surgeons who removed
Pope John Paul ll’s troublesome appendix
sidestepped questions Tuesday about hand
tremors and other health problems but
predicted the 76-year-old pontiff would be
"sitting in an armchair tomorrow."
The doctors did say they saw no signs
that a benign colon tumor removed in
1992 had returned. The pope’s vital signs
held up well during surgery at Gemelli
Polyclinic, and he came through it successfully, they said.
John Paul quickly regained consciousness after general anesthesia, greeting and
thanking everyone.
"He should he sitting in an armchair
tomorrow," said Dr. Corrado Manni, chief
dliesthesiologist for the 50-minute surgery.
"The appendix that was the cause of the
pope’s ills doesn’t exist any more," said
The appendectomy aimed to cure what
the Vatic:in said were recurring bouts of
inflammation and fever that caused John

Paul to cancel some public engagements
this year. Frequently, the pope’s energy
flags and he walks with difficulty.
That image of the leader of the world’s
950 million Roman Catholics generated
concern that a bowel tumor, removed in
1992 and described as benign, had
returned.
"This is the moment to demythologize
these fantasies," said the chief surgeon, Dr.
Francesco Crucitti. "I exclude it categorically. There is no secret."
A radiologist, Dr. Corrado Colagrande,
added: "The doctors were happy. They are
very fond of this pope."
But even as doctors called the appendectomy successful, they wouldn’t discuss
other aspects of the pope’s health.
Journalists shouted out questions on
whether a marked tremor in the pontiff’s
left hand is a sign of nerkinson’s disease a neurological disorder marked by
tremors and a shuffling gait - and what
the battery of medical tests showed.

46
The doctors were happy.
They are very fond of this
pope.
Dr. Corrado Colagrande
Radiologist

Crucitti would only say that the pontiff
is under the care of "other specialists" for
other aihnents.
Crucitti operated on the pope in 1981
after a Turkish gunman shot the pontiff in
the abdomen during an assassination
attempt imd again in 199’2 for the tumor.
On Tuesday, surgeons first had to
remove adhesions, or scar tissue, from the
previous operations before tackling the
appendix.

Crucitti said the accumulated scar tissue
helped keep the inflammation from
spreading throughout the abdomen.
As a precaution, doctors decided to
treat John Paul with antibiotics to help
avoid an infection like the one that put
him back in the hospital in 1981 weeks
after his emergency surgery.
"After this operation he’ll surely be better, but it’s not like he’s going to turn
young again," said Colagrande.
Rising at 3 a.m., about five hours before
his operation, John Paul prayed for a long
while, then said a private Mass in the tiny
chapel of his hospital suite.
Crucitti said the pope might he discharged "even earlier" than a week, but
said there was no rush.
"Let’s not forget we have a 76-year-old
man here," said Crucitti. "If the pope
would rest a little more it would be a good
thing."
John Paul asked that the medical bulletin be read to him before it was distrib-

uted to journalists, said Vatican spokesman
Joaquin Navarro-Valls.
For weeks, the Vatican has insisted the
intestinal disorder was due to the appendix and dismissed concerns about a tumor.
"I think there’s always relief when the
operation confirms a previous diagnosis,"
said Navai-ro-Valls.
Tuesday’s surgery was the sixth for the
pope in the 18 years of his papacy. Two
years ago, he had hip surgery after he fell
in his bathroom and in 1993 he dislocated
a shoulder in another fall.
Because of all the scar tissue, surgeons
did the appendectomy with a traditional
incision, and not by laparoscopy, in which
a slender optical instrument is inserted
through the atx1orninal
As is routine, tissue sample’s wei e
removed for study, and results weie
expected later in the week,

IRA claims responsibility for bombings
BELFAST, Northern Ireland (Al’) - The Irish
Republican Army claimed responsibility Tuesday for
the double car-bomb attack on the British army’s
headquarters here, which wounded 31 and brought
Northern Ireland hack to the brink of conflict.
It was the outlawed group’s first bomb attack in
Northern Ireland since mid-1994. In February, it
I alike a I 7-nionth ease-lire with a deadly bombing in
London; :mat ks billowed elsewhere in Britain and on
o lb itish arm% b,seIII ( fermanv
A telephone d alio using a verified codeword told
RI E. the It isit national Intdadcasters in Dublin, that
the IRA t mutilated Mondav’s strike inside Thiepval
Bat t at Ls, hear 11,1 the 18MM-strong military presence
iii the lit-hash -ruled province.
Pi Mir Nlinister John Major said the claim showed
the IRA had not ( hanged, "It shows they still rely on
to rot 1st %iolence and are indifferent to human life,"
he said.
lather iiiesday, telephone callers told news organizations in Belfast and Dublin that the dissident group
"I:minima% IRA" 55i1_sI1’9p1111Sible. hut the callers pro%idol lit ctdeword to validate the claim.
I ht. lit ash gddionnient had already nob( ated it
helloed the IRA N.LS
I lu ludnildirigs woe "certainly consistent with a term I /Igailizarp,ii that dee laird an end Iliac ease-fire
whit ii it had ra d t ’aimed in 1694." Northern beland

The bombings were "certainly
consistent with a terrorist organization that declared an end to a
cease-fire which it had proclaimed in 1994" Northern
Ireland Secretary Patrick
Mayhew told reporters.
wiwthc, N, it liiin Ireland returns to tit -for-tat
bloodshed now termini% to be seen.
From Major on down, politicians appealed to the
provim e’s pro-British paramilitar% gimps to I drain
from striking bat k. The gimps, known as "loyalists"
have observed a i ease-fire ha two Nral S.
"We 11111S11101 let (the IRA) stu eed." Major said. "I
appeal to all loyalists not to fall into this nap."
Loyalists killed mole than 800 Catholit s iliimung a
’25-you period, d .unpaign they sav pushed the IldLA
stop ILS (Mai Wiellsi%e ill Septembo 1994.
A month lato, the loyalist lisle, Defense
A.ssot iatid in and I ’Islet Volunteet Fold e, lit dth tooted
in militant Protestant at vas, laid down their guns.
S1/1111: 111,1111/CI % it cii feel I ,I,ligmcd to c unit n to eye f or-an-eve Lien( s,

but in realistic terms, it’s a slim chance," said David
Ervine, who leads an Ulster Volunteer Force-linked
party in peace talks.
lie in ged the pro-Iiiitish groups not to be pi ()yoked into action hi the IRA. "The loyalists must not
now do what their enemy wants 111(.111 to do." Ervine
said. "11( nil do it."
Localise. didn’t strike ba( k ;titer two earlier IRAks in Northern It dant’ welt. t famed instead
style
It’, ’3 :ontinuity IRA," whit Ii is believed to ii, hide dismembeis.
gi untied
Iii file first itt.,, k in Jul$, an 1400-pound jeep It,
destioved :mai hotel. I As( 1111/11111, .1 B1111%11 .1IIIIV
1101111/ .11/.111(11.111Sed 250-111/1111,1
/1111)
bustling shopping distrit t.
(IC/11111 Ileai
Ifs’ latest strike, in %%1)1(11 MI/ eX1iIllSiVt’S-1.11(1111 Vt.1111 11.% suit it till) past unwitting guaids clii,, N1/111111 11
111..1:111(1.% 11111%1 Ilt’AVIIN g11:11,1,111111111.1EN illS1.111.1111/11,
left expel is assuming it had to be the IRA.
cc
"ltf get into the net
mut
s1.111(1.11,1, .1111.1SSIVC 1/11’.1t 11
get awa$ with it IS,
Of %CI IIN’. Nit oi chum v 11cm «itild have pulled this
d,11," said Cttl. Mike Dewitt, a ha inei .11111V V1.1rIall ill
No111111111111.11111.mil an antifeildaisni victual.
)1 the 21 solthets :nut lit e tvcic,uu empld Nee% wounded, rive %oldie’s and three I ivilians IC111.1111.11111 Kt11.1%1
/%1 W111111%1% 55111111111.11 111
I he
1111%1111A% 1111,11.1V
VC
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mangled arm that may be amputated.
"Our general feeling was ’Here we go again’," said
Dr. Laurence Rocke, one of the tired-eyed surgeons
treating victims at west Belfast’s Royal Victoria
Hospital. "All we can do is sit bat k and wait for what
happens next."
Before the IRA claimed lesponsibility, Sinn Fein
leader Got-% Adams said silt hi bloodshed was "regrettable" but inevitable unless his IRA-allied party was
admitted to ongoing peat e talks.
Nine lot al patties and the British and Irish governments began the talks in June. Negotiations continued with( rut pit dgi ess Fuesday at Stormont, the center
of British administr anon in east Belfast.
Sinn Fein, $,111(11 teptesents a third of the
pr ovince’s C.111111111 1111110111V, 11.1% beell barred from
the Wks because the IRA bloke list ease-file.
Adams, eptitedly a bonier IRA commander, dismissed questions that his patty would be included in
e. Ile said Major
talks if the IRA t estoied the t
- who opened Ills (.1/11%1’11ViltiVe PAM’S .1111111a1 C011 e ill St/111111111 England lliesday - should make
the next in( Av.

Yellow fever rises in Africa, South America
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KIDDIE

HALLOWEEN
Kiddie World Carries SHOP
An Extensive Line of
Halloween Items.
Best Selection,
Price and Service.

ADULT AND CHILDREN’S

Hats, Wigs, Costumes
and Make-Up. Plus: Spiders,
Bats, Snakes, Ruts, Musks, Swords,
Putty Supplies & Decorations.
Hundreds of Items to Choose From!
Call for extended hours Halloween Week,
All Your Halloween
Needs Under One Roof!

Kiddie World San Jose
3640 Stevens (reek Blvd

(408) 741 1100

a
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You waited in line an hour to see this movie. Incredible opening!
stopping action: Unbelievable tension: This is going to be ...a great... a great...
oh no. Seated directly behind you. A talker. You can withstand many things.
People who drive 55 in the left lane. People with 10 items in the 8-items -only
checkout. But here you draw the line. Talking in movie theaters is

sacrilege:

You paid seven bucks for this ticket. Seven bucks!
To the voice you say, "Could you please keep it down?’

Yiistake. The voice gets louder. "Let’s move," you hiss to your girlfriend. "No," she says. "Come on," you implore. "No," she says. "I’ve had it
with talkers," she says. She reaches into her bag. Drops a squat metallic
object on her lap. What them?

Out of th corn r of your y

you see her squinting, slowly, surely screwing two pieces together.
A a

silencer? Geez: This is a side of her you’ve never seen before.

You think, momentarily, that should this case go to a jury, it will
be important to have movie lovers on the panel. She lifts the weapon
from her lap. What’s it going to be? A Colt .45? A derringer?

You forc yours if to look.
It’s sleek. It’s smooth. It’s small. It’s a... PDA? She’s going to
threaten the voice with a personal digital assistant? She quickly
touches some keys, leans forward. "Computer," she says tersely to
the little machine. Great. Now your girlfriend talks to inanimate
objects. What’s next?

Lunch with all ns?

She whispers something else to the machine. Wonderful. She’s
decided to catch up on work during your date. Suddenly, miraculously, the voice behind you stops. Weird -like, in mid -sentence.
You glance back. What the...? It’s long. Round. Pointy. A... cone ...
of... silence? "PDA with a silencer," your girlfriend mutters.

Damn, that’s good software.

What will the next generation of software be? Come to Microsoft and shape it.
Real jobs. Real internships. With real responsibility.

Full -Time Technical Interviews
November 4-5, 1996
See the Career Center for job descriptions and details
Resumes due October 10, 1996
Technical Summer Internship Interviews
March 13, 1997
Register with the Co-op Education Program in Bldg Q
144t, M11 ,1000! I 101140,0110,

All opght,

Microsoft’
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Smokers: Increased risk of blindness
CHICAGO (AP) - New research gives
smokers one more reason to quit: Pack-aday-or-more puffers double their likelihood of developing the most common
cause of blindness among the elderly.
Age-related macular degeneration, a
usually untreatable affliction, impairs the
vision of an estimated 1.7 million
Americans and causes more new cases of
blindness than any other ailment among
people age 65 or older, according to the
government.
Smoking already is blamed for promoting cataracts, another major cause of
vision loss. Cataracts threaten the vision of
far more people than macular degeneration but cause much less blindness
because most cataract sufferers keep their

sight with treatment.
The more people smoke and the longer
they smoke, the higher their risk of developing macular degeneration, according to
two new studies in Wednesday’s issue of
The Journal of the American Medical
Association.
"It is another reason to either not
smoke, quit smoking or reduce your
amount of smoking," said Dr. Johanna M.
Seddon of the Massachusetts Eye and Ear
Infirmary and Harvard Medical School.
Years after quitting, former smokers still
faced up to double the risk of getting the
condition, the new research found.
"Since the risks decrease very slowly if at all - over time, it’s even perhaps of
greater importance not to start in the first

Age-related macular
degeneration, a fisually
untreatable
impairs
vision of an
estnnaiia rir’imiron
Amerians.
place," said Dr. William G. Christen of
Harvard-affiliated Brigham and Women’s
Hospital.
In advanced macular degeneration,
which affects one of every 14 people age
75 or older, the center of the visual field
deteriorates, causing a roughly circular
area of blindness that grows larger gradually.

The deterioration is caused by damage
to the macula, the center of the retina, a
light-sensitive membrane on the inside
back of the eyeball. The damage occurs
when an insulating layer between the retina and blood vessels that nourish it breaks
down, resulting in fluid leaks and scarring.
Smoking may speed the process by
increasing the number of damaging chemical compounds or reducing the number
of protective nutrients delivered by the
bloodstream to the eye, researchers speculate. Another theory is that smoking
reduces blood and oxygen to the eye.
Seddon led researchers who looked for
macular degeneration among 31,843 initially healthy women during a 12-year period beginning in 1980 in the ongoing
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EMPLOYMENT
WANTED: SERVERS
The Palace Restaurant
146 S. Murphy Ave Sunnyvale, Ca
TEL: 4087395179
FAX: 408,739-5237
TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS
Elementary schookage recreation
program. P/T from 2-6pm, M-F
during the school year, turns into
F/T (or P/T) during summer camp
program. Excellent salary. Los
Gatos/Saratoga Recreation Dept.
Call Janet at 354-8700x23.
RECEPTIONIST NEEDED
Mon.-Fri. 12:00- 5:30
Located on 1st & Santa Clara
Call Darlene 0406/271-7900.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to $25.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed in the rnmediate
arm. Fulktime/part-time openings.
Call today 1-415-968-9933.
international Bartenders School.
TEACHER/INSTRUCTOR-P/T Inst.
elem. schools. Degree/cred. not
req. Work around college sched.
Opp. for teaching experience.
VNI408287-4170 x408. EOE/AAE
ASSIST. DIRECTOR & part-time
afternoon Teacher. For Before &
After Savo; Rog r: Down Town Seri
Jose. 1.2 ECE req. Excellent Sal.
neneris. Call Marty 453-7533.
VALET PARKERS P/T, nights &
weekends for private parties in
Los Gatos/Saratoga area. Must
,ave min. 1 year customer service
experience, and desire to serve
people. Polite, well groomed,
ind professional attitude only.
19 years+. S5.75/hour. + tips.
Call Mike. 800-825,3871.
STUDENTS NEEDED TO WORK
n on campus dining services.
Flexible hours. Will train $5 02 an
-lour and benefit package Call
9241859 for interview.
GREAT .10111 GREAT PEOPLE!
A leading telecommunications
company located in north San
Jose is seeking 11 customer
service representatives and 2)
sales people. Many positions
open. Hours 10am-4pm or 39pm.
20+ hours weekly. $6+ hourly.
Commissions. Must be self
motivated No experience ok.
Will train. Bilingual preferred.
Cali for David H. 408/441.8600
or Fax 408/441%88.
COMPUTER JOCKEY (MAC)
Wanted. Strong graphics a +. Flex.
nours. close to SJSU. Informal
atmosphere, jeans O.K. Also need
artist for (very) non-P.0 work & one
silkscreener 984-4006 anytime
TEACHERS / TEACHERS AIDES
FT/PT positions awailable with
infants. Toddlers, Preschool &
School Age. Great advancement &
growth opportunity Good benefits.
immediate openings. ECE units
preferred. Call PRIMARY PLUS
408.3700357
CASHIERS Lookre tir deperdrere
hard working people who like to
wait wet customers and coworkers.
Several shifts are open for two
locatons. Please call 2953964 or
269-0337 or apply in person
1471 Santa Clara St Chevron
SECUINTY ACUFACTS, INC.
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
Great for Students
F/T or P/T. All shifts.
Top Pay with Marry Benefrts!
Cal or aixeyii cencn. Non-Sun 7.7.
4082865880 555 D MetlarrAie.
Between Sin Cate ad Perimorr.
tehrd te Cad arC Piety Wm, Si.
BICYCLE MESSENGER
Parttime. Flexible Hours.
Greet for Students!
Serving Downtown San Jose.
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
FREE T-SHIRT $1000
Credit Card fundraisers for frets.
miles, sororities & groups. Any
campus organization can raise up
to $1000 by earning a whopping
$5.00/V1SA application.
Call 1-800.932.0528 ext 65.
Qualified callers receive
FREE T-SHIRT.
TEACHER’S AIDE, work with
children, ages 6-22 with bonnyore,/ developmental problems.
Exp. with special ed./behavior
modification preferred. Small
classes. Long-term temp, 30
hrs/wk. B.A. preferred $8.50/hr.
No benefits. Send resume to
PCC/Zonta, 4300 Bucknall Rd.
San Jose, CA 95130. WE/U.

PEEPS C0FT& TEA
LOS GATOS &
CAMDEN PARK
Our Los Gatos store is currently
interviewing for morning retail
sales people. Apply at 798-1
Blossom Hill Road in Los Gatos or
2035 Camden Ave. in San Jose.
Starting rate is $6.50 an hour
with medical, dental, 401(k),
discounts, vacation, sick, and
promotional opportunities. We
encourage applicants from people
of all ages, races and ethnic
backgrounds.

Nurses’ Health Study.
In 215 cases that developed, the disease
caused vision loss; almost one-third of
those cases were attributable to smoking,
researchers said.
Smokers of a pack of cigarettes or more
a day were 2.4 times as likely to develop
macular degeneration as women who had
never smoked. Risk was calculated after
controlling for differences in other traits
that can be important, such as age, diet
and estrogen use.
Christen led a team that looked for macular degeneration among 21,157 initially
healthy men during an average I2-year
period beginning in 1982 in the ongoing
Physicians Health Study.

EVENTS/TICKETS
COUNSELOR - MIDDLE SCHOOL
Paid intern, prefer male. M-Th,
2-5. $7/hr. Excellent experience, WANTED- SPRMISTEIN TICKETS
innovative pilot. Call Anna for info, or rights to fix. Will pay at least
double, name your price. Day:
408-287-4170 ext. 251.
408428-6752, Eye: 408-292-0926.
FOOD SERVICE/ESPRESSO BAR
FT & PT positions avail, in busy
whole foods restaurant. All shifts
WANTED
available, flex hrs. Must be 18+.
$8- $9/hr to start. 73.39446, ask "SIMPLE’ BASS PLAYER wanted
for rock group. We have a CD and
for Wendy or Victor.
record company interest. Call
Leigh (408)997-9283.
DAY CARE TEACHERS
Small World Schools is hiring P/T
and F/T teachers for our schoolVOLUNTEERS
age day care programs in San
Jose and Santa Clara. Units in
ECE, Rec, Psych, Soc. or Educ ARE YOU IN AN INTERRACIAL
requirel These may be completed RELATIONSHIP? Have you ever
or you be currently enrolled. Call been in one? Be part of an excit
irig study. Seeking gay & straight
379-3200 x20.
participants All ages/ethnic
WAITRESS WANTED LUNCH nmE backgrounds. Please call (408)
11:00am-2:00pm. Good tips. 235-0600 Today!?
Knowledge of Japanese foods
preferred. Okayama Restaurant. CITYTEAM YOUTH OUTREACH is
565-A No. 6th St. Ph. 289-9508. looking for volunteers to seve as
Bible Club leaders, tutors, big
WORK AROUND SCHOOL HOURS brothers/sisters, camp coun"Retail Sales & Customer Service selors and coaches. Consider join
ing our team by contacting Fran
Part -Time or Full-Time
Intemships/Academic mat pass Lewis. Phone: 2325600x5788.
100 Corporate Scholarships Email: flewisrecityteam.org
awarded this school year!
HELP ANIMALS!
Rescue Agency needs Walkers,
STARTING PA $12.5
Cuddlers, Cleaners & Feeders
for cats & dogs. Volunteer & pay
"No experience necessary
positions available. Call Jolene at:
’Complete training provided
415-9603547. Meow!
*Call (408)280.5195.

SHARED

HOUSING

ROOM FOR RENT- $350/mo+
1/4 util. water & garbage paid.
Condo, off Tully/101, near bus.
W/D. D/W, 2 car garage, alarm.
Page Jenn 0 641-5094, ASAP.

FOR RENT

FAX: 924-3282

SERVICES

WORD PROCESSING

INSURANCE

WRITING HELP. Fast professional
editing. rewriting, ghostwriting.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports,
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510.601-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. &Mail.

PROFESSMNAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers, group
projects, resumes, mini amcro
cassette transcription. All formats.
Fax available. Experienced,
dependable, quick return.
Almaden/Branham area. Call
Linda 408.264-4504.

AUTO, UFE II HEALTH
Farmers Insurance Group
Save Money Compare our rates
Pay by the Month
Special Student Dscounts
Foreign Student Drivers Welcome
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE QUOTE
Matlarn & Korean:408/3669823
408/777-7900

PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
levels welcome: Beginning,
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
Fusion, Funk, Reggae, or Folk.
Call Bill at 408-298-6124.

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
AUTO INSURANCE
Science & English papers/theses
Campus Insurance Service
our specialty. Laser printing.
Special Student Programs
APA, Turabian and other formats.
Serving 5.15U for 20 years
Resumes, editing, graphics
‘Great Rates for Good Drivers"
and other services available on
2 BORK APARTMENT. SINIO/MO.
SUBSTITUTESMEIUBLE HOURS
either WordPerfect or Word. "Good Rates for NonGood Drivers"
Security type building
Small World Schools is hiring sub.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Secure Parking
stitute teachers for our 13 day
COCHRELLS PROFESSIONAL Call Paul or Virginia 408,251-0449. "Good Student" "Family Muittcar"
Close In
care centers. Units in ECE, Rec,
CALL TODAY 2965270
Resumes. Member Professional
Modem Building
Psych, Soc. or Ed required. These
FREE QUOTE
Association of Resume Writers. *AFFORDABLE& EXPERIENCED*
Laundry Room
may be completed or you can be
NO HASSLE
Reasonable rates. 408/356-6782. Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
currently enrolled. This is a great
OBUGATION
Group
Projects,
NO
Nursing,
Papers,
295.6893.
(408)
work
for
students.
We
can
position
Also open Saturdays 9-2.
Resunes, Al Formats, Specializing
MOVING SOON?!
around your school schedule,
Spelling/Grammar/
APA.
A%ista-ce
in
Moat
Let
HELPING
HAND
ROOM
w/
ovin
PVT
LARGE
CLEAN
available
1a2
even if you are only
Punctuation/ Editing. 24+ )f5 Exe
kitchen in historic Queen Ann do the work for you!
afternoons. Cat 408379-3203 ao.
WP 5.1/HP Laser. PAM’S
Victorian. 418 S. 3rd St. No pets. Professional movers & packing
PROFESSIDNAL WORD PROCES9%.
"Free wardrobes with move
13/ appt only. $400. 294-4799m
$ EARN EXTRA CASH $
247-2681,8am-8pm.
’Free
insurance
up to $120/week!
Certain advertisements in
Low cost boxes/packing material
Become a Sperm Donor.
these colurnne wry raise ths
Distance
TOJO’S
Wood Proceeding SarvIce.
Long
Local
&
SALE
FOR
Healthy males. 1934 years old.
reader to specific !siphons
Two locations to sene the Bay Areal ResumesSchool PapersFlyers
Unn. Students/Grads/Faculty
numbers or addr
for
Powerpoint presentations
Saratoga 3080113
COUCH/FUTON BED with upper
Contact California Cryobank
additional information.
"Color output
Santa Clara 951-4074
bunk, 2" metal tube, blk/blk,
415-324-1900, M -F. 8.5pm.
Classified readers should be
VERY LOW RATES
$199. obo. GLASS COFFEE table
reminded that when winking
Call Today! 408.7233113.
with wrought iron base, $75. obo. TYPING UNLIMITED for all your
TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
thew further’ contacts, they
6 ft. TAN SOFA, great cond. $125. typing needs. Reports, Resumes,
sell discount subcriVions to Bay
should require complete
Cover Letters. 408.441 7461.
Eric 295-9632.
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
Information before sending
Pick up and delivery options.
TUTORING
Flexible hrs gam-9prn. Downtown
money for goads or mnicee.
’69 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER,
near Ightfail. 4 blocks from SJSU.
In iodation, readers should
AT
SUPER
SPEED
any
LEARN
MATH
WRITING
ASSISTANCE
80co, only 44x miles, blue, tuned up.
Hourly $$ plus bonus. Media
carefully inmeditate all firms
Algebra Trigonometry Calculus.
super condition, $795. 379.9455. subject. Why suffer and get poor
$ AIRLINE JOBS $
Promotions 494-0200.
Miming employment lathy
http:/Av
ywrselax-leam.com
call
when
help
is
just
a
grades
HEALTH & BEAUTY
Your area. Free details! Rush
mcoupons for discount
415-508.8129 for free details.
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
ill RAISE YOUR GRADES III
a SASE to: P.O. Box 16677,
SHERATON SAN ASE
vacations or merchandise.
assists
with
SJSU 4.0 GPA students share the, college teacher)
MEN WOMEN
SJ. S.F., Ca 94116.
is now seeking candidates
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL. secrets! Benefit from their expert research di writing. Tutorial also
for the following positions:
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing ence! NEW Self -tutoring Tech. avail. Friendly, caring, confidential.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
FRONT DEM
for egg donation Desperate Asian or using chemicals. Let us perma request For booklet, send $4.99+ Convenient Peninsula location.
Guest Service Agent
couples need your help to conoewe. nently remove your unwanted hair. 99 SAN to SYNERGIX, Dept SD Dissertation/thesis specialist.
PBX Operator
Can you help? Ages 21 29, Back Chest Lip - Bikini Chin 1794 Fiala Casrtas, San Jose, CA Samples & references available.
Bell Person
Chinese & other languages
non-smoker. healthy & responsible. Tummy etc. Students & faculty 95132.
HOUSOIEEPING:
spoken. Foreigners welcome!
Generous stipend and expenses receive 15% discount. First appt
Guest Room Attendant
pad. Other eihnoties also needed 1/2 priced made before 12,31-96. THIS COULD SAVE YOUR LIFEI For free tips, tools and ideas on
House Person
hOW
to improve your writing.
Free
info
on
pepper
spray.
Hair
Today
Gone
Tomorrow,
621
E.
Reese cal WWFC 1-510-820.9495
’FAX Resume to 9431707 or
Campbell Ave. 017, Campbell. Dept. S101, 1853 Davis Ct visit our user-friendly Website
Apply in Person:
http://www.aci-pluccom
at
Los
Banos,
CA
93635.
(406)379-3500.
MILPITAS HUNGRY HUNTER
1801 Barber Ln,
Regular e-mail. aciernetcom.com
Positive, self-motivated.
Job Hotline 9430600, ext. 151
Call for free phone consuttation:
TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
service oriented people are
Equal Opportunity Employer
Electrolysis is the answer!!
needed to till positions as
AUTOS FOR SALE (415) 525-0505...ask for Daniel.
ACROSS
I remove hair from any where
PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED
Lunch Servers. Dinner Servers.
MEDICAL Appinbnont Scheduler.
1 Hurry
on your body, from facial hair to RUBY RED 1994 MAZDA MX6
Hostesses, and Bussers
People oriented person to schedule
5 Sweet cherries
COMPUTERS ETC.
bikini area. Call for appointment 20r. stick shift, w/sunrf, AC. pwr
Please apply at
appointments from central Si office.
MCIOMM MOD MMOM
10 Used a horn
Camelia’s Electrolysis Place windows, stereo system & more
1181 E Calaveras Blvd
Applicants must hoe excellent alone
14 Tommie of the
ODOM MOO MCIMOC1
1190 Lincoln. Seri lose, 9939093. Luke new, only 36k miles Looking MUST SACRIFICE! PENTIUM
between 2 00prn 4 00pm
skills &district talent for connectrg
diamond
monitor.
1510.
system,
tower
133
MOM MOM OMOOM
for
$15.500
someone
to
take
over
MortSat
/
Free
Cons./
Eve
appts.
*Rh pep:se over the 12101e. Schedule
group
Labor
15
$2175. AMD 133 tower system,
0111MMOMU =MOM
initial consuttation visrt for patients $1000’s POSSIBLE TYPING. Part All Students Receive 208 Dscount. payments Call 4089243062
16 Verdi opera
fully
Both
$1675.
monitor.
14
in
seek.rig fan* airing serAces. Cbtan Time Al Home Tot Free 1800.898
MEM 015110100 ODOM
17 Traveled by
loaded! Will deliver & install. Eric
SEIZED CARS from $175.
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
insurance & payment information 9778 ext T 2236 for Listings
MOMMO WOO
Concorde
Porsches, Cadillacs. Chevys, 2939632
Unwanted hair removed forever
Assist other departments as needed.
18
Forbidden
MOOMM
OOMOMMOO
BMW’s. Corvettes, Also Jeeps,
Specialist Confidential
Two part-time positions available. IGL00% FOIIIIME MOOING BOOKS
19
Writer
Hart
MOM MOO OMM
MOM
4WD’s Your Area Toll Free 1800 CLASSROOM COMPUTER CO.
Your own !robe or disposable
Position 1: Mon. reed. Fn. Poston 2 Part Time. At Home Toll Free
20 Used a
NH
Ave
Haven
3549
1401IMO14C1M
current
101
ext
42236
MOM=
898.9778
Aye
San
Jose
339
S
Baystrood
for
2236
9778
ext
R
1-800898
TUOS, Thurs. Sat. Bargual Spanish/
keyboard
Menlo Park, CA 44025
iistrgs
247-7466
011210 MOM
Erghsh disrabie. tut not mandatory Listirgs
22 Officer
Pb 18001e005115
$8.50/1r. Far rearne (40819956842
MO= =MOO 00014
Society gills
24
FAX 141513061120
27 Leap MOMMCIMM OMMODIMM
Refurbished Computers
SAN JOSE LIVE!
ANNOUNCEMENTS
SCHOLARSHIPS
CYCLES/BIKES
28 Snake
IMMO MOO HOMO
SCHOOL SPECIALS
Three Fantastic Clubs
31 Singer HOMO
QOM MOMMO
MEMO
Classic
Mac
SE
&
RUT RINDRAMER Rase $500 n 5 FREE MONEY For Vow Education! ’89 HONDA ELITE SCOOTER.
and one Great Restaurant
33 Drinks sloppily
LC II, LC III
DOMO MOM MMUMO
IS NOW HIRING!
37 Calgary Flames’
c"fs-CireekS. Cms, akt6. mx1mib9d Apply for your share in millions of Ka, only 4k miles, blue, tuned up,
475
Perforrna
Cockle’ Servers. Food Servers. Doer individuals Fast, easy No financial unclaimed private sector aid Cart super coeditor-1, $795 379’94f)5
10 IWO,
eillw Symix.W.
PowerMacs
Hosts, Bartenders & Kitchen Staff obligation 18(1)862 19E12 at 33. Scholarship Resource Services
38 Cures
Inkiet Primers
beard
Apply in person after 6 pm
4082618676
DOWN
40 Tropical
Laser Printers
30 Wields
I Huck Finn’s
194/MINUTE PHONE CARD
wood
Valid I.D & Social Security Card
SPORTS/THRILLS
Dot Matrix Printers
Site of wedding
32
transport
the
Houston/Bassett
n
41
required. San lose Live!
Way
aft
la
Owe
Call kr^ ar,/
vows
USA including Alaska and Hawaii
film
2 linsIghity
100% PURE ADRENALINEI
150 S. 1st St Located in the
REAL ESTATE
34 Domain
A great budget 1001 /Or Students
3 Ooze
45 Declare
There is nothing compared to
Pavilion downtown San Jose
35
Loses color
4 Chopped
the exhilaration experienced by
46 Ointment
Purge with you creole c.ard For free GOVT FORECLOSED homes for
4019291-2234.
ENTERTAINMENT
36 Clay target
5 Except
nfo and cad. cal 18003802623
47 Gypsy Rose -pennies on $1 Delinquent Tax.
skytwing! Tandem, Accelerated
shooting
6 One - million
Repo’s, REO’s Your Area Toil
48 Upshot
Freefali, Turbine Aircraft
NAME AN ACTUAL STAR for
YMCA NOW HIRING
39 Fool parts
7 Pen points
51 Part of a
STUDENT DOTAL PLAN I
Free 1000-8909778 Eat H2236 SJSU student owned & operated. someone special A unique gift for
Directors arid Teachers
42 Band
8 like honey
harness
for current listings
Only $5711) per year
any occasion $39.95 + $2 50
for Schoolage and Preschool
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
instruments
9 Nocturnal
Save 308608
52 Rocky Mountain
T/SiSH (800)5508117 ea SI%
1-510-634-7575.
Child Care Full Time & Part Time
43 Wrong
sounds
hrs
on your dental needs
8.15 ECE or related units. For
Rare gas
44
Run
HOMO
to
"The
s
53 Hoover Dam
For info call 1 8006553225
more info call Mary P2983888
49 Bandleader
King
lake
Brown
money
Italian
11
55 Untidy person
SO Grayish browos
iir111
57 Chinese menu
54
Passed out
t2
Adam and
item
the cards
Eve’s home
61 V-shaped cut
FOR NATIOWL / AGIACY RATES CALL 408-924-3277
drum
Small
56
13 Scottish
65 Vein of ore
57 Satiate
inventor
66 VCR button
58
Residence
21 Indian city
69 Egypt’s
Line is 30 spaces including letters, numbers, punctuation 8. spaces between words
59 Norse deity
23 F ornate
river
60 Christmas
25 Has- - former
70 Leave out
Layer
62
star
71
Actress
DOLEOEDELEOT1ELJEIlLiFiLlL1F1L.MADEL
63 Dressed
26 Tears MO’S
Barkin
64 Deli purchase
stockings
72 Equipment
67 Beaufort or
LJEOCEELODEThiEDHEIELMElEJELLEILM1[11
28 Nobel Peace
73 Urges
Caspian
Prize winner
74 Lieu
68 Draw to
Sadat
75 Church
CEEDOE=DDDLJEEDDOL_EJEJEWIDOCIEEFIL1
a close
nil
of
a
Get
29
calendar
CLEAN PVT ROOMS with separate
eritrance. ask. fricge. Walk to school.
398 S. 13th St. No pets. Util. pd.
$285 & up. 294-4799. Apo& CrW.

Daily
CRosswoRn

P

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES
Print your ad hem

OODEJEJ=ECHIMOODEODEEJ

LJI

Please check
one classification:
_Campus Clubs. _Rental Housing

Ad Retest 3-line minimum
Om

Dad
$5
Id
$7
$O
$10
WI
each additional line

3i..
4 Nam
S IN,..
? Naas

$1 for

Two
Dada

Ilwee
Dada
M

caw
Days

Me
Days

$IO

Ill
$12

$13

$11
$12

$13
$14

$14
$15
$16

NUR IMINID day, net. Awesome by Si par day.
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional wads available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
3-9 Ines: $70 10-14 linos: $90
15-191ines: $110

1=EIFIED

Send check cr money order to
pertan Daft assom.d.
SeinJose state
San Jasek CIL efUl=2
Classified desk is located in Derght Bentel Hall Room 209
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication
MAU ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for conseculrve publications dales only
QUESTIONS? CALL 14011) 99143277

Greet, Messages. _ Shared Housing.
Events.
_ Real Estate
_Announcemeets. _Services.
_Lost and Found" _HealthlBeauty
_Sports/Thrills.
_Volunteers.
For Sale.
insurance
__Autos For Sale. _Entertanment
_Travel
Etc
_Computers
_Tutoring.
_Wanted.
_Word Processing
_Employment
_Scholarships
_Opporlunites

Seeds! student rates available for these classifications.$5.00 for a3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
BH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
**Lost St Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.
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Gay and Lesbian Awareness

Money: A.S. redecorates
From page 1
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ulie lircuzal, last sears dud tor ol personnel
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decision. I needed a desk
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A.S. president
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San Jose State University
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Panel: Becoming a couple
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the approval by their church. There were pamphlets available, with information to help those
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Companies Participatin
.El Dorado
’Borland
-Global Village
DFI
CCD
’Ricochet
’Apple Comp.
CompuCom

InfoGOLD (American Multisystems)
PC clone comp.
’IRIS (Image Recognition
Integrated Systems)
ITP (International Thompson
Publishing) software
.10MEGA
*Spartan Bookstore General Books

We now offer Ricochet wireless
modems and the IRIS pen scanner
Our goal is to provide information and products that you need at affordable prices. We are
committed to supporting you. All of SPARTAN BOOKSTORE profits are given back to
’,all list ’,We 111/Wf7q1V. Thank you for supporting us, so that we can better support you.

INFOFEST will be held
October 31st and November 1st
Loma Prieta Ballroom, Student Union
See store for details or call 924-1808/1809
Computer Service Deptartment 924-1845
We have a new Service Department with a certified technician.
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STUDENT DISCOUNT
AUTO INSURANCE

1-SO0-347-8299

